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Introduction

Sustained pain or disability due to work-related

injuries commonly connect to poor physical perform-

ance capacity of injured workers. An extensive re-

search paper on approximating the functional ca-

pacity to accomplish work-related tasks has been

published by applying indirect measure such as

questionnaire-based evaluations (Cutler et al, 2003;

Fishbain et al, 1994; Gross, 2004; Gross and Battie,

2004; James et al, 2016; Ratzon et al, 2015; Soer et

al, 2008; Trippolini et al, 2015). Despite the limi-

tations of indirect measure, the functional capacity

evaluations (FCE) have played an essential role in

what rehabilitation clinicians may encounter in the

care of the workers with work-related functional

deficits (Kuijer et al, 2012; Soer et al, 2008). Several

FCEs have been developed for the last few decades

such as the Isernhagen work system and physical

work performance evaluation, only a few functional
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Background: Functional capacity evaluations (FCEs) are designed to systematically assess the capacity
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capacity evaluation systems are currently in use at

many clinical settings (Chen, 2007). Of these evalua-

tions, an instrument measuring residual functional

capacity based on the dictionary of occupational title

(DOT) was firstly developed by Fishbain and colleagues

and widely accepted in clinical settings (Fishbain et al,

1999). The evaluation includes 17 DOT items measur-

ing standing, walking, sitting, lifting, carrying, push-

ing, pulling, climbing, balancing, stooping, kneeling,

crouching, crawling, reaching, handling, fingering, and

feeling function (United States. Department of Labor,

1986). The evaluation was found to be psychometri-

cally optimal (Fishbain et al, 1999; Velozo et al, 2006).

There was another instrument classifying injured

workers into a returning-to-work model similar to that

of Fishbain’s, called the Occupational Rehabilitation

Data Base (ORDB) FCE (Velozo and Santopoalo, 1994).

The FCE testing the capability of workers’ returning

to work was designed for rehabilitation clinicians to

evaluate injured workers as well as for injured work-

ers to rate themselves in terms of functional deficits.

However, there has been little consensus on a subtle

discrepancy between clinician-generated vesus cli-

ent-generated measures or proxy versus self-reported

measures (Bovend’Eerdt et al, 2011; Davis et al, 2007;

Magaziner et al, 1997; van der Linden et al, 2006;

Velozo et al, 2006). Several studies provide some sup-

ports for the use of proxy-report versus self-reported

measures, while both measures are proved some dis-

crepancies (Davis et al, 2007; Lim et al, 2014). Likewise,

for the discrepancy between professional clinician and

client view of the evaluations, investigators presented

convincing arguments of which measures are more valid

in representing low correlations of the two measures

(Bovend’Eerdt et al, 2011; Velozo et al, 2006). In gen-

eral, clinician-generated measures are often considered

more objective and valid than the client generated

measures, especially on pain-related measures for

functioning. That is, although clients have a tendency

to rate their functional deficits more severe than what

they were actually able to perform functional tasks, in

a review of FCE for the clinical use, studies encour-

aged using client-reported measures due to conserving

administrative time and stable psychometric property

(Choi and Park, 2012; Velozo et al, 2006). To date, only

two studies on the issue of discrepancy between clini-

cian and client have been published. Consequently, less

is known about how these two measures correspond

with each other, particularly on the FCE (Choi and

Park, 2012; Velozo et al, 2006).

Concordance or agreement rate represents the ex-

tent to which measures are assigned to the same

score on particular variables. There are several ways

to examine the concordance rate of two measures such

as Pearson’s r, intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC),

kappa statistic, and percent agreement (Beninato et al,

2009; De Civita et al, 2005; Lim et al, 2014). Additionally,

some studies on a conceptual variable such as qual-

ity of life suggest the use of Student’s t-test com-

bining Pearson’s r to test the concordance rate be-

tween raters (Bray et al, 2010; Eiser and Morse, 2001;

White-Koning et al, 2007). Of these statistics, the

kappa has generally been thought to be the most ro-

bust statistic when taking into account the con-

cordance rate, in other words inter-rater reliability

(McHugh, 2012; Viera and Garrett, 2005). However,

all these statistics based on score-level with raw

data do not provide meaningful information at the

item-level (i.e., scale dependent), but only overall in-

formation on the magnitude in which those two meas-

ures are coincided with each other. In addition, the

score-level statistics with raw data vary sample to

sample (i.e., sample dependent) (Velozo et al, 1999).

Rasch analysis focusing on the psychometric proper-

ties of item-level within assessment can examine the

item-level stability of measures (Linacre, 2002). Rasch

analysis can be applied to assessments to estimate

item difficulty and person ability based on the proba-

bility of getting a particular rating in response to an

individual item within assessment. These two esti-

mates are calibrated by converting ordinal rating

scores into linear measures (Wright and Linacre, 1989)

and represented as being invariant measures on the

traits over time (i.e., scale independent) (Haley et al,
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2004; Velozo et al, 1999). The property of invariant

item difficulty measures allows estimating person abil-

ity measures in view of items within assessment and

remaining unchanged item statistics from sample to

sample (i.e., sample independent) (Rouquette et al,

2016; Taherbhai and Young, 2004, Velozo et al, 1999).

These invariant item difficulty can be compared by

differential item functioning (DIF) method identifying

items that appear to be shown how group membership

is differently respond to particular items (Huang, 2014;

Teresi, 2001). The concordance rate between two rater

perspectives to their disability levels are commonly be

compared by scatter plotting those item statistics. An

inquiry has become a major focus on the level of

agreement between those two perspectives, clinician

and injured worker ratings, on FCE.

The purposes of this study are: 1) to confirm if the

data are fit to the Rasch rating scale model and 2) to

investigate the item-level concordance rate between

the ratings of clinician and injured worker of the FCE.

Methods

Instruments and Participants

The reported data of this study was reinstated

from a larger project to develop a FCE based on the

DOT (Velozo and Santopoalo, 1994). The project was

aimed at unraveling how well items of the FCE cap-

ture the functional capacity for injured workers who

were incorporated return-to-work issues into their

rehabilitation program at 28 rehabilitation institutes be-

tween August 22 and November 11, 1994 in Chicago,

IL. The FCE incorporated in the project comprises 10

DOT job factors that are typically included in meas-

uring functions for injured workers: standing, walk-

ing/running, sitting, lifting, carrying, pushing/pulling,

climbing, stooping/crouching/kneeling, reaching, han-

dling/fingering. The items were scored on a four-point

scale: 1-severely impaired, 2-moderately impaired,

3-mildly impaired, 4-not impaired. The FCE consists

of two rater versions (i.e., clinician and injured worker)

evaluating the functional status of the 10 job factors.

A total of 230 workers who were incorporated in

the ORDB project were selected and only data from

workers with low back pain (n=124) was analyzed in

this study. The worker with low back pain and

clinician were administered the DOT-based FCE at

the time of admission to the work rehabilitation pro-

gram and at the time of discharge from the program.

Written informed consent was obtained from the

participants and clinicians before administering the

FCE. Eighty-two of the 124 participants (66%) were

male and forty two (34%) were female. The average

age was 38.1 ranged from 21 to 65 years of age.

Data Analysis

Data were analyzed with Winsteps ver. 3.57.2

(Linacre, Chicago, IL, USA) using Rasch rating scale

model in order to confirm if the data were fit to the

Rasch model for item-level comparisons. Based on

goodness of fit test statistic, mean square (MnSq)

value of fit statistics can be calculated by the

program. The fit statistic is analogous to the

chi-square statistic divided by its degree of freedom.

The statistic is commonly expected to obtain close to

one and used to identify items that did not fit the

Rasch model. Model misfit was determined with

range of <.6 and >1.4 for infit/outfit and >2.0 for

Z-score standardized statistic (Bond and Fox, 2001;

Linacre, 2002). High MnSq values may indicate a

non-modeled noise or a source of variance in the

data. That is, particular items with high value tend

to be measuring a different construct rather than

what they were intended to measure. Similarly, Low

MnSq value may indicate overly predicting model.

That is, the model would be too good to be true for

predicting the data (Linacre, 2004). Additionary,

Rasch analysis provide estimated item difficulty and

person ability on the same linear continuum based on

the individual’s response on each item. The item dif-

ficulty are presented as log-odds units or logits.

In the context of a conventional approach to de-

termine the extent to which ratings of two raters
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agree with each other, both Pearson’s r and ICC at

the time of admission and discharge was analyzed

using SPSS program version 23. The DIF method

was followed by the presentation to determine if

there are differences in response between the ratings

of clinician and worker of the FCE. The DIF method

applied in the present study demonstrated the level

of concordance rate between clinician and injured

worker for the 10 DOT items of the FCE. The scat-

ter plots set clinician ratings as the X-axis and in-

jured worker ratings as the Y-axis with a 95% con-

fidence interval (Wright and Stone, 1979).

Results

1. Dimensionality of the FCE at admission and 

discharge

As an evidence of confirming the extent to which

the FCE items represent a unidimensional construct,

the fit statistics from the Rasch analysis were

inspected. Table 1 through Table 4 represent fit sta-

tistics for the FCE items in order of item difficulty

rated by clinicians and injured workers at the time

of admission and discharge from the rehabilitation

programs. By applying the previous standards (Bond

and Fox, 2001), two items are detected as erratic re-

sponse items either with low or high MnSq values

(i.e., sitting item rated by clinician at admission and

handling item rated both by clinician and worker

throughout the whole evaluations). In addition, 5

items represented as darker shade show very high

MnSq values (i.e., >1.4) carrying item rated by clini-

cian at admission, 2) stooping, sitting and reaching

items rated by clinician at discharge, and 3) sitting

and pushing/pulling items rated by worker at dis-

charge). Of these noisy items with high/low fit sta-

tistics, it was determined that all items were in ac-

ceptable ranges of infit and outfit statistics due to

slightly out of misfit criterion. As presented as light-

er shade, these two items with erratic patterns (i.e.,

sitting item rated by clinician at admission and han-

dling items rated both by clinician and worker both

at admission and discharge) show very high MnSq

values, indicating that these items are poorly meas-

uring the FCE not only on the targeted persons but

also on outlier at extreme ends on ability continuum.

Overall, all items except the sitting and handling

items fit to the Rasch rating scale model, indicating

measuring a unidimensional construct on FCE.

2. Concordance rate between clinician and 

worker ratings

The concordance rate in the Pearson’s r and ICC

between clinician and worker ratings on the FCE

items are excellent both at admission and discharge

Items (measure order) Difficulty (logits) Infit MnSqa ZSTDb Outfit MnSq ZSTD

Lifting 1.46 .67 -2.9 .65 -2.7

Carrying 1.29 .58 -3.9 .59 -3.5

Stooping 1.24 .72 -2.5 .79 -1.6

Pushing/Pulling .80 .85 -1.2 .84 -1.3

Standing .41 1.29 2.2 1.25 1.9

Walking .26 .72 -2.5 .75 -2.1

Climbing -.10 1.05 .5 1.02 .2

Sitting -.35 1.84 5.5 2.01 5.9

Reaching -1.58 .99 .0 .88 -.6

Handling -3.42 1.44 2.1 1.71 1.5
amean square standardized residuals, bZ-score standardized.

Table 1. Fit statistics for clinician ratings at admission
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Items (measure order) Difficulty (logits) Infit MnSqa ZSTDb Outfit MnSq ZSTD

Stooping 1.01 .82 -1.5 .89 -.7

Lifting .72 .82 -1.5 .80 -1.5

Carrying .55 .64 -3.3 .66 -2.8

Pushing/Pulling .47 .67 -2.9 .64 -3.0

Standing .43 1.08 .7 1.04 .3

Sitting .13 1.22 1.7 1.17 1.3

Walking .13 1.04 .4 1.20 1.5

Climbing .05 .99 .0 .99 .0

Reaching -1.31 .89 -.9 .92 -.6

Handling -2.18 1.89 5.4 1.95 4.8
amean square standardized residuals, bZ-score standardized.

Table 2. Fit statistics for worker ratings at admission

Items (measure order) Difficulty (logits) Infit MnSqa ZSTDb Outfit MnSq ZSTD

Stooping 1.45 .57 -3.1 .52 -3.3

Lifting 1.35 .72 -2.0 .65 -2.3

Carrying 1.20 .71 -2.0 .66 -2.2

Standing .66 .96 -.2 .95 -.2

Pushing/Pulling .61 .79 -1.3 .74 -1.5

Climbing .29 1.25 1.4 1.10 .6

Walking .12 .90 -.6 .79 -1.1

Sitting -.13 1.36 1.8 1.56 2.3

Reaching -1.91 1.54 2.4 1.29 .8

Handling -3.63 1.62 2.4 9.90 3.9
amean square standardized residuals, bZ-score standardized.

Table 3. Fit statistics for clinician ratings at discharge

Items (measure order) Difficulty (logits) Infit MnSqa ZSTDb Outfit MnSq ZSTD

Stooping 1.07 .81 -1.3 .76 -1.3

Lifting .93 .85 -1.1 .81 -1.1

Standing .77 .89 -.7 .89 -.6

Climbing .45 1.11 .7 1.08 .5

Carrying .38 .74 -1.9 .75 -1.6

Sitting .26 1.48 2.9 1.49 2.6

Pushing/Pulling .09 .45 -4.7 .45 -4.2

Walking -.04 .97 -.2 .97 -.2

Reaching -1.20 1.10 .7 .97 -.1

Handling -2.27 1.77 3.7 1.50 1.3
amean square standardized residuals, bZ-score standardized.

Table 4. Fit statistics for worker ratings at discharge
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(Table 5). At admission, the mean values of the both

ratings are identical, while the ratings of worker at

discharge are slightly higher than that of the ratings

of clinician, indicating worker have a tendency of

rating more difficult on the FCE.

3. DIF analysis using Rasch analysis

For the item-level analysis for the FCE items, the

DIF analysis between clinician and worker at the time

of admission and discharge are conducted and pre-

sented in Figure 1. At admission point, four out of 10

items were located outside of the 95% confidence in-

terval (CI) lines. This indicates that the ratings be-

tween clinician and worker were differently responded

for those items. That is, the clinician rated two items

(i.e., lifting and carrying) more difficult and two items

(i.e., sitting and handling) easier than the worker did.

Since sitting item rated by clinician and handling item

rated by both clinician and worker was misfit to the

Rasch model, these items were no longer providing

important information on the DIF analysis. Likewise

at discharge point, three out of 10 items were located

outside of the 95% CI. The clinician rated carrying

item more difficult and reaching/handling item easier

than the worker did. From the previous fit statistics

analysis (Table 3 and 4), all items except handling

item were showing acceptable fit statistics despite

slightly out of range. Therefore the handling item rat-

ed by clinician and worker at discharge was de-

termined as an unimportant item in the DIF analysis.

Clinician rating Worker rating
Pearson’s r ICCb

Mean (logits) SDa Mean (logits) SD
Admission .001 1.510 .000 .986 .982* .947*

Discharge .001 1.602 .044 1.032 .999* .953*
astandard deviation, bintra-class correlation coefficient, *p<.001.

Table 5. FCE mean scores and the concordance rate between clinician and worker ratings

Figure 1. Differential item functioning (DIF) plots for the functional capacity evaluation (FCE) items
across clinician and worker ratings at admission and discharge (The dashed lines represent the
upper and lower 95% confidence intervals. The carrying and lifting item at admission and carrying
and reaching items represent DIF responding differently across the ratings of clinician and worker.
The dashed circled items, handling on both at admission/discharge and sitting at admission,
represent unacceptable items for the DIF analysis. The measures are converted to logits following
the Rasch analysis.).
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Discussion

This study explored the item-level differences in

concordance rates of the ratings between clinician and

injured worker on the FCE. Traditionally, several classi-

cal test theory (CTT)-based statistical procedures, such

as Pearson’s r, kappa, or ICC, have been suggested by

many studies to determine the concordance rate between

two measures (Beninato et al, 2009; Bray et al, 2010;

De Civita et al, 2005; Eiser and Morse, 2001; Lim et al,

2014; White-Koning et al, 2007). Those CTT-based

statistics are often failed to provide the insight on

item-level information. That is, the statistics offer over-

all agreements between measures at the score level.

However Rasch analysis can provide for promising

means to compare the concordance at the item-level of

the relationship between two measures. In present

study, although the ratings between clinician and work-

er showed excellent concordance rates, few problematic

items were identified by the use of the DIF method fol-

lowing the Rasch analysis. In DIF analysis, lifting and

carrying item at admission and carrying and reaching

item at discharge were detected as items differently re-

sponding to the clinician and worker. The hierarchically

ordered item difficulties of the FCE showed a slightly

larger discordances on the items of carrying and lifting

at admission and the items of carrying and reaching at

discharge. The clinician had a tendency to rate lifting

and carrying items at admission and carrying item at

discharge point more difficult than worker did.

Conversely, the worker had a tendency to rate reaching

item more difficult than the clinician did at discharge

point. The DIF analysis as well as the fit statistics de-

tected handling and sitting items at admission and han-

dling item at discharge as problematic items.

With some varied fit statistics, all items except

handling and sitting of the FCE was found to show

a unidimensional construct. In this study, the crite-

rion for determining unacceptable items for the uni-

dimensional construct was infit or outfit MnSq≥1.4

or ≤.6 in which many authors previously suggested

and presented (Bond and Fox, 2001). Although the fit

statistics of few items presented a problematic crite-

rion, those were nearly acceptable ranges (i.e., shad-

ed items in Table 1 through Table 4). Handling item

was misfit throughout all ratings both at admission

and discharge, while sitting item was misfit only on

clinician rating at admission. An critique whether or

not functional capacity batteries should contain the

handling item has been an issue (Fishbain et al, 1994;

Fishbain et al, 1999, Velozo et al, 2006). Fishbain and

colleagues (1994; 1999) proposed including the han-

dling item as an item of DOT-based job factors be-

cause the item was a part of manual dexterity.

However some authors were strongly opposed to use

the item in any FCE in their factor analysis study

identifying the handling item always loaded on a dif-

ferent factor or construct (Velozo et al, 2006). In the

present study, item-level analysis using Rasch anal-

ysis consistently showed the handling as a problem-

atic item with high fit statistic. Additionally, not only

confirmed the handling item problematic, sitting item

showed such high infit and outfit statistics (1.84 and

2.01, respectively). These high fit statistic suggest

that there may be a non-modeled noise or variance,

indicating the sitting item may show 84-101% more

variance than expected. Since the sitting task is easy

for workers with low back pain, persons with high

ability may be rated with either high or low ratings

on the sitting item. It is interesting to note that the

erratic pattern of the ratings of sitting item at ad-

mission point are rated by clinicians. That is, the

clinicians may have more of a tendency to view sit-

ting activity as being more challenging than when

viewed by workers experiencing low back pain.

The present study that explores the concordance

rate between clinician and worker’s ratings has pro-

duced a surprising finding that could serve as a cau-

tion to assess how much both the raters agree with

each other on the FCE. However, few problematic

items with some discrepancies in raters, items re-

sponding differently to clinicians and workers, were

detected with the Rasch-based item-level analyses

detected. That is, few items of the FCE were differ-
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ently responded to clinicians and workers, although the

traditional statistics (i.e., Pearson’s r and ICC) were ex-

cellent, indicating that the two measures were consistent

in the concordance rates (ranging from .947 to .999 at

p=.001). A reason may be postulated for the traditional

statistics being different from the item-level DIF anal-

ysis following the Rasch analysis in the concordance

rate. In general, CTT-based statistics do not provide

information about the extent to which measures are

assigned to the same score over time at the item-level.

However, the Rasch analysis (i.e., one-parameter item

response theory model) can overcome the limitation by

applying item-level analysis such as the DIF method

(Lim et al, 2014). Rasch item difficulty estimates are

mathematically transformed logit scales, which allow

invariant estimates being never changed from sample

to sample or from a test to another test (Linacre,

2004). Therefore the invariant property as well as the

item-level statistics appeared to be a useful method to

tap all the underlying discrepancy on which the

score-based CTT statistics would hardly discriminate.

While the concordance rate based on both Pearson’s r

and ICC showed excellent concordance rate between

the ratings of clinicians and workers both at admission

and discharge, there were apparent differences in the

two raters. From the DIF analysis at admission, four

items (lifting, carrying, sitting and handling items)

were differently responded to the two raters. Of these

items, both handling and sitting item were determined

to be unacceptable for the DIF analysis due to their

high fit statistics, indicating no item-level information

being provided by the items. At admission point, there

were tendencies for the ratings of clinician to view

functional limitations as being more difficult on lifting

and carrying items relative to the ratings of workers.

At discharge, the tendency of response pattern for

the carrying item remained unchanged, while reaching

item conversely responded. That is, the concordance

rate of lifting and carrying items at admission and

carrying and reaching items at discharge were prob-

lematic to assess the functional capacity of workers

with low back pain. A question then arises as to

why this discrepancy between the admission and dis-

charge points happened. The discrepancy is of

concern. The clinicians at admission is more likely

than workers to be serious on lifting and carrying

functions, while the clinicians at discharge is less

likely than workers to be serious on reaching

function. One may hypothesize that clinicians may be

faced with many challenges to educate the injured

workers with low back pain for some safety skills of

lifting and carrying function throughout the whole

stay in rehabilitation program as well as carrying

function at discharge. From the workers’ perspective,

workers may be faced with more challenging on

reaching function relative to clinicians.

The present study carries some inherent limi-

tations because the analysis did not include the

standard error of those ratings as well as the point

measure correlations for the 10 items. It is unknown

whether the determination in selecting acceptable

items for the concordance rate was optimal. In addi-

tion, the problematic items were included in actual

analyses due to their conceptual importance to

back-related functional deficits. It may be a source

of latent errors that this study did not include.

Future researches on the concordance rate consider-

ing those factors are required for precisely measuring

function for workers with low back pain.

Conclusion

The Rasch analysis may provide some findings that

challenge those obtained from the CTT-based stat-

istical procedures. Item-level statistics using the Rasch

analysis detected few differences between the ratings

of clinician and worker for viewing worker’s functional

deficits resulting from low back pain. Overall, Rasch

analysis of the FCE demonstrates that those two rat-

ings were psychometrically acceptable except the sit-

ting and handling items. These would provide clini-

cians with some supports of worker’s perspectives on

all items except handling and sitting items.
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